The online tenders are invited from the empanelled contractors through www.tenderwizard.com/IIT for the Recover the cost of all usable material after dismantling and demolishing of the existing block-A of VH Extension at IIT Kanpur. The online tenders must be submitted on 24.08.2020 upto 3.30 PM and shall be opened on 26.08.2020 at 3.30 PM in the presence of the representative of the tenderers who wish to be present.

1. The e-Tender Processing Fee – Rs. 885/- drawn in favour of "ITI Limited" payable at Delhi in the form of e-payment for the online bidders Only. No other mode of payment can be accepted.

2. The completion period is 25 days from the date of issue of order.

3. The firms/agencies are requested to give detailed description. The firm should have submit the PAN no. & GST no. on offer letter. In absence of these particulars the tenders are liable for rejection.

4. The EMD of Rs. 50,000.00 duly pledged in favour of the Director, IIT Kanpur shall have to be scanned & uploaded along with the bid, failing which the financial bid shall not be opened. The hard copy of EMD shall be submitted upto 25.08.2020 upto 3.30 PM to the office of the Executive Engineer, IWD IIT, Kanpur

5. A penalty @ 1% per day basis shall be charged if required work not completed within stipulated period of completion.

6. The Institute has right to reject all or any of the bids without assigning any reason.

7. The tenders shall remain open for acceptance for two weeks from the date of opening.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS

(i) The bidder, who will quote the maximum value, shall be awarded the work. The 50% of same shall be deposited through a demand draft in favour of the Registrar, IIT Kanpur within 3 days & remaining 50% shall have to be deposited prior to start of the work.

(ii) All C.P fittings, and PVC water tanks is the property of Institute shall be removed by the Institute.

(iii) The fans, distribution boxes, electrical panel is the property of Institute shall be removed by the Institute.

(iv) Dismantling, demolishing shall be carried out manually and mechanical means by using proper equipment’s.

(v) All required safety precautions should be taken while dismantling the building.

(vi) All necessary scaffolding, and platform is to erected by the contractor where ever required for dismantling on his own cost.

(vii) Nothing will be paid extra under this head dismantling work of building.

(viii) All construction debris generated in this dismantling work is the property of bidder & shall be cleared off from campus premises after getting gate pass from competent authority of the Institute.

(ix) All required safety gadgets had to be provided to the workers working at site failing which the penalty of Rs. 2500/- per day shall be imposed on the agency.
(x) While carting the construction debris from campus it should be covered properly so that it could not create health hazard to campus community.

(xi) The ground should be levelled and dressed after completion of dismantling work.

(xii) If required single phase electric connection shall be provided by the Institute on chargeable basis. The contractor should arrange the electricity meter & cable required for connection.

(xiii) 18% GST shall be borne by the bidder over the quoted rates.

(xiv) The bidder is advised to visit the site of existing structure at VH extension IIT, Kanpur Block- A of above mentioned details before submission of financial bid.

(xv) A peripheral barricading with MS pipe & green clothes (90/10) of 3.00 mtr height around the building block shall have to be erected by the agency prior to start the demolishing work.

(R. K. Verma)
Executive Engineer